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If none of the previous three troubleshooting steps have resolved your issue, you can try a more aggressive approach (Note: Not recommended for amateur PC users) by downloading and replacing your appropriate ISM.dll file version. We maintain a comprehensive database of 100% malware-free ISM.dll files for every applicable version of Microsoft Office
2010. Please follow the steps below to download and properly replace you file: Once download is completed, you need to install ISM 3.0 emulator. Now in search bar, type ‘signal hound’ and click on ‘Add to home screen’. At the end of the process, close the program and reopen it again. Download ISM File Downloader opens all supported Windows ISM files in
Notepad. But notepad doesn't support all characters, and the last few versions aren't the best. So, if you try to open any ISM file which is not supported by Notepad, you will get a message. This is because ISM File Downloader is the only converter that supports all Unicode characters. The format of the ISM.dll file can be downloaded from this website. The file
is usually under the "online-utils" folder. For special folders which are inaccessible via user rights, click here to recover the folder using a special bootable disk or CD, or use ISM Restoration Tool. If ISM.dll is missing from your hard drive, download it from ISM.dll Offline Version. When you are downloading from ISM.dll download. Please ensure that you are
downloading from the right location (the file should be under the online-utils folder) and that you are downloading the correct version for your Windows OS. To check which version of ISM.dll you are downloading for Windows 10, please refer to the below table.
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